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ABSTRACT 
As organizations seek to control their practices through 
Business Process Management (BPM - or the process of 
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of an 
organization through the automation of tasks) , workflow 
management systems (WFMS) have emerged as fundamental 
supporting software tools. A WFMS must maintain process 
state while managing the utilization of people and 
applications (resources), data (context) , and constraints 
(rules) associated with each of the tasks [Baeyens04] . It 
must also be configurable so it can be easily adapted to 
manage specific workflows within any application domain. 
Finally, the WFMS should be flexible enough to allow for 
changing business needs. In order to meet these 
challenges, a WFMS must provide access to process and 
document definition tools as well as administrative tools. 
In this project we have used an "End User Developmentn 
(EUD) approach [Repenning04] to build a stand-alone web-
based WFMS which offers the non-technical end user the 
ability to design, launch, and manage multiple automated 
ix 
workflows and their associated documents. It empowers end 
users to build and customize their own systems without 
requiring from them skills other than those associated with 
their domain of expertise. 
X 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The benefits of automating workflow are often the selling 
points of a WFMS system. Documented on many commercial 
WFMS websites are the following: it can reduce the amount 
of paper, it can reduce the amount of administrative work, 
it can reduce errors, it can reduce cost, it can reduce 
time, and through process monitoring tools, it can prove 
its own efficiency. Numerous case studies support the 
finding that businesses gain many improvements through the 
use of automated workflows. This section begins with a 
discussion of the Workflow Reference Model, which 
delineates the essential components of a WFMS. A section 
that reviews related work follows, which reveals how our 
approach differs from others that have been documented in 
the current literature. Finally, the last section gives an 
overview of the system we built, highlighting its 
contributions. 
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1.1 The Workflow Reference Model 
The Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) was established in 
1993 to address the "computerized facilitation or 
automation of a business process, in whole or in part" 
[WfMC]. A business process, manual or automated, can be 
defined as a series of tasks that are performed by a 
person, persons, or applications in order to achieve an 
overall goal. Rules accompany the process by governing 
such things as the order the tasks are performed, as well 
as the amount and type of information presented and 
exchanged at each step. Each task should be defined in 
enough detail to determine the who, the what, the when, and 
the how of the process detail. It is important to know at 
each step, who is responsible for the task, what 
information needs to be collected, and when the task should 
occur. In addition, privileges and constraints control how 
it should occur (this includes determining the next step(s) 
as defined by the network of tasks) . 
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In 1995, continuing their efforts to provide common ground 
in the field of workflow, the WfMC published the Workflow 
Reference Model [WFMC-TC-1003] depicted in Figure 1 to 
illustrate the major components and interfaces of a generic 
WFMS architecture. The model suggests five interfaces, or 
functionalities, a WFMS should support: 
Interft1ce 1 
Interface 5 Interface 4 
Administration 
& Monitoring ....... 
Tools 
Inte1face 2 t 
Workflmv 
Client 
Applications 
Figure 1: The Workflow Reference Model 
• Interface 1 is the process definition interface: to 
define, modify, or import a process definition that 
will be interpreted by the workflow enactment service. 
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• Interface 2 is the workflow client interface: to 
present pending tasks to workflow participants for 
viewing or processing purposes. 
• Interface 3 is the invoked application interface: to 
interact with other applications, such as the ability 
to invoke a messaging service to notify participants 
of their tasks. 
• Interface 4 is the workflow enactment service 
interface: to interact with other workflow systems. 
• Interface 5 is the administration tool and monitoring 
interface: to support process monitoring and 
management utilities for operating the entire WFMS 
system. 
The five interfaces surround the core of the WFMS, a 
workflow enactment service comprised of one or more 
workflow engines. The responsibility of the workflow 
enactment service is to coordinate actions among the 
workflow engines that interpret the process definition and 
activate external resources. 
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1.2 Related Work 
There are many commercial WFMS products available and the 
list of open source products is growing [e.g., Perez, 
Topicus, Baeyens04]. Very few claim to be complete WFMS, 
but rather workflow engines. In the review of seven open 
source Java-based workflow products [EnhydraShark, jBPM, 
JFolder, OpenWFE, wfmOpen, XFlow, YAWL], not one offered 
the end user a complete WFMS solution, implemented with the 
recommended interfaces of the Workflow Reference Model and 
without the need for technical knowledge or systems 
development skills. Instead, most adopted a minimalist 
view of the scope of a WFMS by providing a framework that 
leaves much of the implementation details to the users of 
the system. It is worth mentioning that there are two 
levels of "users" of WFMS, namely developers, who must 
customize WFMS frameworks to generate actual workflow 
applications, and end users, who will use the system as 
part of a BPM approach within an organization. The 
motivation and focus of this project has been on the needs 
of the latter, by empowering them with the ability to build 
their own workflow systems without the intervention of 
developers (the former) . 
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1.3 System Overview: Our Approach 
The goal of this project was to develop a customizable web-
based document WFMS. Web-based document management 
technology is concerned with managing the lifecycle of 
documents, which are represented in our system through the 
use of web forms. The workflow enactment service is 
responsible for routing all or part of a form among 
individuals for approval, processing, or collaboration. 
Rules govern which parts of a form are required by a 
particular role. In addition, complex or simple workflow 
routing decisions are made based on form data. 
Our system differs from other open source workflow products 
in a number of ways. First, it was designed to 
specifically address document management workflow 
technology. Web forms provide the means for collecting 
data from the participant. The workflow enactment service 
is responsible for displaying all or part of a form as well 
as routing the form among participants. In contrast, the 
reviewed open source workflow projects do not address 
specific workflow system technology. 
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Second, our system fully implements three of the prescribed 
WfMC's Workflow Reference Model interfaces through a 
centralized, web-based application interface. It presents 
the end user with different functionality depending on one 
of three user types: administrator, workflow engineer, and 
standard workflow participant. The standard workflow 
participant interface addresses Interface 3 of the Workflow 
Reference Model. It provides the ability to manage 
workflow tasks. The workflow engineer interface addresses 
Interface 1 of the Workflow Reference Model. It provides 
the ability to define a form, a workflow, and a process 
definition. The administrator interface addresses 
Interface 5 of the Workflow Reference Model. It provides 
the ability to monitor workflow progress and to perform 
such tasks as user and system management. 
Finally, our system uses a different approach to defining 
and evaluating workflow rules. All reviewed open source 
workflow systems define routing decisions within the 
process definition itself. The problem with this approach 
is it limits the reusability of the same definition among 
other workflows. Our project implements a new process 
definition approach. It uses three separate 
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definitions to make up the entire workflow: a form 
definition, a workflow definition, and a process 
definition. Form and workflow definitions are created 
independent of one another. Once created, the process 
definition bridges a unique form with a unique workflow. 
Rules are defined within the process definition. This 
approach encourages the reusability of individual forms and 
workflows. In addition, it extends the rule definition 
possibilities to include form validation, as well as 
routing decisions. 
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Chapter 2 
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
2.1 Technologies Used 
The system we constructed, the Workflow Generator and 
Tracking System, is a web-based system developed using the 
Eclipse IDE [Eclipse] . The Java 2 Enterprise Edition 
(J2EE) provides the programming back-end for the web 
browser-based user interface. The J2EE environment is 
provided through a Jakarta Tomcat 5.5 (version 5.5.9) 
[Tomcat] application server. Tomcat 5.5 requires Java 2 
Standard Edition Runtime Environment (JRE) version 5.0 or 
later. 
Persistent data is stored in a MySQL 5.0 (version 5.0.11-
beta) [MySQL] InnoDB database. The data is accessed from 
the J2EE program via the Connector/J JDBC (version 3.1.10) 
[MySQL Connector/J] connection interface. Both the iBATIS 
Data Mapper framework (version 2.0) [iBATIS] and the iBATIS 
Data Access framework (version 2.0) were used to 
significantly reduce the amount of Java code needed to 
access the database. Using eXtensible Mark up Language 
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(XML) descriptor files, the iBATIS software mapped Java 
Beans to SQL statements as well as provided a data access 
abstraction layer. 
Apache Software Foundation's Struts framework with Tiles 
(version 1.1) [Struts] was used to provide the view and 
controller components of the architecture. The overall 
system structure is an implementation of the Model-View-
Controller (MVC) software architecture. With this 
architecture, the interface (view) is loosely coupled to 
the business logic (controller) and the business logic is 
loosely coupled to the data (model) . The Struts framework 
provides a controller component for web-based applications 
that use a J2EE compliant application server. Tiles are 
view components that allow the interface to be assembled 
"in pieces." The framework uses an XML configuration file 
to organize, lay out, and reuse the individual components 
or tiles. Tiles for headers, footers, and navigation bars 
were placed in the same location on all pages to provide a 
consistent display format 
The user interface is implemented using Java Server Pages 
(JSP) (version 2.0), part of the J2EE platform, and 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) . The Struts framework 
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provides several JSP tag libraries to simplify access to 
controller and data objects from within JSP. In addition, 
the project also utilizes the Java Standard Tag Library 
(JSTL) [JSTL] , as well as the Struts Layout Tag Library 
[StrutsLayout] . Javascript is used sparingly throughout 
the project. CSS was implemented to give end users the 
ability to customize the look and feel of their system 
without having to modify the JSP. The project's main logo 
as well as the CSS table-less design were adopted for use 
from the tutorials presented on the MaxDesign website 
[MaxDesign] . 
2.2 Architecture 
At the highest level, the tracking system implements the 
MVC design pattern. The view layer is the user interface. 
The view never directly interacts with the model, which is 
the database. Data that is changed or events that occur in 
the view component are sent to the appropriate controller 
component. The controller determines what action should be 
taken for the event. The controller, through defined 
action form classes, passes control to the business layer. 
The business layer calls methods on the Data Access Object 
(DAO) interface in order to pass and receive data from the 
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model component. The implementation of this architecture 
can be seen in Figure 2. 
View Data 
JSP 
Business Layer 
Controller 
Model 
Figure 2: Architecture Overview 
As a brief description of the Struts framework, the 
framework relies on one or more XML configuration files 
that associate three main components: Action classes, Form 
classes, and JSP or Tile names. When a JSP document is 
requested from the server, it is requested via an action 
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call. The action call is defined in the configuration file 
along with a fully qualified action class name and a fully 
qualified action form class name. The controller executes 
the appropriate action method then instantiates the 
associated action form object. In addition, it is the 
controller's responsibility to determine the appropriate 
page to display before passing the request to the server. 
The server is responsible for compiling the embedded 
Javascript and JSP tags that determine which elements are 
displayed. The document is then rendered as an HTML page 
containing data fields on a form and presented to the user. 
When the form is submitted, another action is called. The 
controller populates the instantiated action form object 
with the appropriate form values using JavaBean property 
methods. The action form can then interact with the 
business layer as designed. 
The business layer design for this project was modeled 
after the iBATIS JPetStore 4.0.5 [iBATIS] example. The 
domain classes are the entities of the workflow 
application. Each domain class represents a JavaBean. 
Each domain class contains only variables that define its 
properties as well as "gettern and "settern methods. The 
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domain objects are utilized by both the model and business 
layer components. 
Each presentation class extends the Struts ActionForm 
class. The controller uses the presentation class to 
retrieve, populate, and present data in the view component 
of the architecture. Initially, the action class calls a 
method in the presentation class to handle the business 
logic. The presentation class, in turn, interacts with the 
service class each time access to the model layer is 
requested. Finally, the service class utilizes the DAO 
interfaces to extract information from the database. 
Access to the database has been implemented using the Data 
Access Object pattern [Gamma95] with iBATIS' Data Access 
Objects API and SQL Data Mapper framework. The DAO API 
provides for the dynamic configuration of various 
persistence mechanisms. Since the service classes interact 
only with the DAO interface, the actual implementation 
details are hidden from the rest of the application. This 
project uses the iBATIS SQL maps as its persistence 
mechanism. The SQL map DAO class methods interact directly 
with the SQL Data Mapper framework. 
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The SQL Data Mapper framework uses one or more XML 
configuration files to map domain objects to SQL tables or 
query results. For this project, multiple configuration 
files were used to represent either a single table in the 
database or a collection of related tables. Each 
configuration file contains an XML mapping of table column 
names to domain object property names, as well as the 
defined SQL queries for the appropriate tables. A separate 
XML file holds the database connection properties that also 
support the configuration of various Database Management 
Systems (DBMS) . 
Whenever the service class calls a method on the DAO 
interface, the implemented SQL Map DAO passes the name of 
the query and any parameters to the framework. The Data 
Mapper framework does the rest. It performs the necessary 
database connection operations (open, close, as well as 
pooling), executes the query, and returns a populated 
domain object as a result 
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Chapter 3 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The Workflow Generator and Tracking System was built to 
align with the Workflow Reference Model, as Figure 3 shows. 
It fully implements three of the five recommended 
interfaces. Interface 5 provides the administration and 
management tools of the application. In order to 
demonstrate interactions with organizational or resource 
data, this application provides user management and system 
management capabilities to those with Administrator level 
access. Interface 1 provides the workflow definition tools 
of the application. Workflow Engineers have the ability to 
create form definitions, workflow definitions, and process 
definitions. In addition, they are responsible for 
creating roles for use in the creation of a workflow. 
Interface 2 provides task management functionality for 
users of the workflow system. The Workflow Generator and 
Tracking System produces each workflow so it may be 
accessed as its own, unique web-based system. Within the 
customized system, users in the appropriate roles have the 
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ability to create a new instance of a workflow, view an 
instance of a workflow, modify an instance of a workflow, 
and transition an instance of a workflow. 
Struts and Tiles 
Workflow Enactment Service 
Interface 5 
Administrator am 
Interface 1 
Interface 2 
Standard User GUT 
System Management 
Resource Engine 
System Engine 
Custom App Engine 
Interface 3 
Invoked Applications 
Logging Tool 
[] Denotes partially implemented 
OJ Denotes not implemented 
Figure 3: System Implementation 
The workflow enactment service is made up of six engines 
that handle the various requests of the system. The 
Resource Engine handles all user related tasks. This 
includes such things as logging in and out of the system, 
as well as creating and modifying user accounts. The Form 
Engine handles all tasks related to the creation of a form. 
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The Workflow Engine handles all tasks related to the 
creation of a workflow. The Process Engine handles all 
tasks related to the creation of a process definition. The 
System Engine handles all tasks related to the creation of 
a new system. The Custom App Engine handles all tasks 
associated with individual workflow task management, such 
as viewing, transitioning, and assigning a workflow task. 
The database contains forty tables that are used to store 
information regarding users, forms, workflows, process, 
rules, systems, and workflow instances. The design 
supports the creation of multiple workflows independent of 
application domain and without the need for additional 
tables, by extracting the common elements shared among 
instances and storing all form values as text in a single 
table. Appendix A represents a logical diagram of the 
database. 
3.1 Security and Encryption 
The Workflow Generator and Tracking System provides three 
access levels: administrator, workflow engineer, and 
standard user. Those with standard user privileges, upon 
log in, are restricted to accessing published systems and 
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their associated workflows only. Users with workflow 
engineer privileges are granted access to the form 
management, workflow management, and definition management 
tools. Users with administrative access have all 
privileges plus access to system management and user 
management tools. A single, super user was also created 
for the system. 
All users have the ability to edit their personal account 
information including changing their password. Each 
individual is responsible for selecting their security 
question and answer at their initial log in. This 
information is maintained for use in the event a person 
forgets her password. The security information is private 
and is not accessible to the administrator at anytime. All 
system passwords and security answers are encrypted in the 
database using the MD5 encryption algorithm. 
3.2 User Management 
The User Management option is available only to 
Administrators. In this component, Administrators have the 
ability to create, edit, activate, and de-activate users of 
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the Workflow Generator and Tracking System. The 
information stored for each user includes first name, last 
name, phone number, email, username, password, password 
confirmation, access level, and active status. 
Within this component, Administrators also have the ability 
to create new and edit existing user groups. 
Administrators can add individual users or existing groups 
as members of another group. They also have the ability to 
remove members from.a group. The application provides two 
system-defined groups: the All User group and the System 
Level - Admin group. As a user is created, she is added to 
the All User group. The All User group provides a 
convenient way to access all users of the system. An 
Administrator can also grant administrative access at the 
individual system level by placing a user or group in the 
System Level - Admin group. 
3.3 System Management 
The System Management component gives the Administrator the 
ability to create, edit, activate, and de-activate custom 
systems that operate "outside of" the Workflow Generator 
and Tracking System. When defining a new system, the 
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Administrator creates a website name and chooses a style 
sheet for a custom "look and feel." Once created, the new 
system appears as a selection under the Select System menu 
option. The Administrator can then associate one or more 
published process definitions with the newly created 
system. Any user, including those with Standard User 
permissions, can link to and begin using the newly created 
web-based system for task management. 
3.4 Definition Modes and Versions 
The Workflow Generator and Tracking System houses three 
definitions that together comprise a workflow: a form 
definition, a workflow definition, and a process 
definition. Each definition has been designed to support 
three modes: design mode, test mode, and published mode. 
In design mode, anything is possible. The Workflow 
Engineer can add, modify, or delete any part of a 
definition. In test mode, the definition cannot be 
modified except to be placed back into design mode. In 
published mode, some modifications are permitted, depending 
on the type of definition; however, a published definition 
can never return to any of its previous states. 
remain permanently in published mode. 
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It will 
When a Workflow Engineer initiates the creation of a 
definition 1 it begins in design mode. Definitions in 
design mode are not visible to any other component. When a 
form or workflow definition is ready for testing 1 the 
engineer places the definition into test mode. In test 
mode 1 it becomes visible to the process definition 
component. The Workflow Engineer can now assemble the 
process definition comprised of a single form and a single 
workflow. 
When the process definition is ready for testing 1 the 
engineer would normally place it in test mode. Due to time 
constraints 1 however/ the test feature was not implemented. 
At this point 1 the engineer must by pass the test phase and 
publish the definition. When the engineer places the 
process definition into published mode/ the associated form 
and workflow are published as well. 
The system was also designed to support versioning of each 
type of definition. The idea was to allow new versions of 
a published definition to be created and published along 
side of an already existing version. This can be 
demonstrated/ however 1 the GUI tools for creating 
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additional versions were unable to be built, again due to 
time constraints. 
3.5 Form Management 
The Form Management component provides a Workflow Engineer 
with the tools to create forms. An Engineer can create, 
edit, and delete any form in design mode. Published forms 
may be modifiedi however, editing capabilities are limited. 
Forms are built incrementally using the designer interface. 
Forms support multiple pages, sections, and controls. 
There are eleven choices for form controls: Checkbox, 
Currency, Date, Double, Dropdown, Email, Float, Integer, 
Radio, Text, and Text area. The controls generate HTML 
form objects and provide built in validation. For example, 
by selecting the Email control, the form engine will 
generate a text box for data collection and insure that any 
data entered passes email validation. If Integer control 
were selected, the form engine would generate a similar 
text box for data collection. However, it would insure the 
information collected passes integer validation instead. 
Workflow Engineers also have the ability to customize their 
own lists for Dropdown, Radio, and Checkbox controls. In 
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addition, they have the ability to add labels, tool tips, 
default values, as well as size and order their controls on 
the form. 
3.6 Workflow Management 
The Workflow Management component provides a Workflow 
Engineer with the tools to create workflows. An Engineer 
can create, edit, and delete any workflow in design mode. 
Published workflows may be modified; however, editing 
capabilities are limited. Workflows are built incrementally 
using the designer interface. Workflows are comprised of 
three main parts: states, transitions, and workflow 
pattern strategies [van der Aalst] . 
3.6.1 States 
A state represents a transitioning point in a workflow. 
Each state is dependent upon a participant responsible for 
signaling the end of a task. This system supports multiple 
states, one of which must be indicated as the initial 
state. 
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Each state is associated with a given role. Roles are 
comprised of one or more individuals or groups in an 
organization. At each state, the Workflow Engineer 
determines whether or not a given role should have the 
permission to cancel a workflow instance, close a workflow 
instance, or reassign a workflow instance to another 
participant within the same role. In addition to providing 
the tools to manage states, this system provides the 
Workflow Engineer with the ability to create and manage 
roles. 
3.6.2 Transitions 
A transition occurs when a participant has signaled the 
completion of a task. The workflow moves from one state to 
the next state according to the defined path. The Workflow 
Engineer defines a transition by indicating a "from state" 
and a "to state." There can be multiple transitions 
originating from a single state, as well as multiple 
transitions converging on a given state. The next two 
sections discuss assignment and transition strategies. 
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3.6.2.1 Assignment Strategies 
This system implements three assignment strategies: 
Push, and Auto-Lookup. The Pull strategy [Muehlen04] 
routes tasks to a general queue without requiring the name 
of a specific individual. The general queue holds all 
unassigned tasks until a role member is able to assign the 
task to herself. The tasks are available only to 
individuals who are part of the associated role. Once 
checked out, the workflow instance for that state becomes 
the responsibility of the individual user. Once assigned, 
the task is no longer available to other role members. 
The Push strategy [Muehlen04] requires that the 
transitioning role member manually assign the instance to a 
role member in the next state. Upon transition, the system 
presents the current participant a list of individuals to 
choose from. Once selected, the system transitions the 
instance to the next state and the task appears in the 
queue of the selected participant. 
The Auto-Lookup strategy is not based on any research. It 
was included to demonstrate a third assignment strategy. 
The Auto-Lookup strategy automatically assigns the instance 
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to the next role member, if the list of participants is 
made up of only a single member or if the state has been 
visited previously by the current instance. 
3.6.2.2 Transition Strategies 
In addition to the assignment strategies, there exist six 
recognized transition strategies: Deferred Choice, And 
Split, Or Split, Sequence, Merge-First Wins, and Merge-Last 
Wins. All of the implemented strategies are based on 
published workflow pattern research [van der Aalst] . 
The Sequence strategy is implemented by the system any time 
there is a single transition originating from a given 
state. Since there is only one decision path for the given 
state, the system automatically transitions to the next 
state. 
The And Split and Or Split strategies are necessary when 
there are multiple transitions originating from a given 
state. If multiple transitions exist, the system presents 
the Workflow Engineer with a choice of using the Or Split 
strategy or the And Split strategy. If the And Split 
strategy is selected, no further rules are required. At 
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the time of transition, the workflow instance will 
automatically transition to all states included as part of 
the And Split strategy. If the Or Split strategy is 
selected, the Workflow Engineer must define at least one 
transition rule for each transition included as the Or 
Split strategy. Rule definition occurs at the next stage, 
during the creation of the process definition. 
The Merge-First Wins and the Merge-Last Wins strategies are 
necessary when there are multiple transitions converging on 
a given state. If multiple transitions exist, the system 
presents the user with a choice of using the Sequence 
strategy, the Merge-First Wins strategy, or the Merge-Last 
Wins strategy. The engineer can decide which, if any, 
transitions should participate in a merge. The Merge-Last 
Wins strategy prevents the workflow instance from 
transitioning to the next node until all states 
participating in the merge have indicated completion of 
their task. At the time the final merge participant 
signals completion, the instance transitions to the next 
state. The opposite is true of the Merge-First Wins 
strategy. Once the very first merge participant indicates 
completion of their task, the instance transition to the 
next state. The remaining participants are still required 
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to complete their taski however, the instance closes 
silently without transitioning to the next state. 
The Deferred Choice strategy is the only strategy that 
presents a list of transition choices to the user, prior to 
her decision to transition to the next state. All other 
transition strategies are calculated by the system after 
the user signals the completion of the task. In other 
words, for these strategies, transition choices are not 
visible to the user. To implement a deferred choice 
strategy, the Workflow Engineer must select yes to the 
deferred choice option on the transition tab. 
3.7 Definition Management 
The Definition Management component provides a Workflow 
Engineer with the tools to create a process definition. An 
Engineer can create, edit, and delete any process 
definition in design mode. Published process definitions 
may be modifiedi however, editing capabilities are limited. 
Process definitions are comprised of a single form and a 
single workflow. Once the form and the workflow have been 
selected, the Workflow Engineer can create the rules that 
govern each. The Definition Management component gives the 
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engineer the ability to create, edit, or delete form as 
well as transition rules. All rules are based on 
information contained in the form. 
3.7.1 Transition Rules 
Transition rules are required only when an Or Split 
transition strategy has been indicated for the given 
workflow. The creator must define at least one rule for 
each transition involved in the Or Split group. If the 
rule evaluates to true upon transition, the transition path 
will be selected. The rules may be defined to be exclusive 
or multiple paths may evaluate to true. The implementation 
is in the hands of the Workflow Engineer. 
3.7.2 Form Rules 
Form rules are optional. As described within the form 
management section, the system provides for basic 
validation according to control type. For example, a date 
control will check for valid date entries. However, if a 
Workflow Engineer would like to make a particular form 
field required, she must define an additional form rule. 
In addition, the Workflow Engineer has the option of 
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selecting whether a form rule should be evaluated on every 
transition or only on a given transition. 
3.7.3 Rule Definition 
The methods for defining form rules and transition rules 
are exactly the same. This systemrs rule implementation 
approach is modeled after the ASP.NET Validation Server 
Controls [MSDN] The Workflow Engineer can choose to 
implement the Required Validatorr the Compare Validator 1 or 
the Range Validator. 
3.7.3.1 The Required Validator 
The Required Validator is the simplest of all validation 
types. It checks to make sure the form field has been 
populated. If validation fails 1 a custom error message 1 as 
defined by the engineer 1 will be displayed to the user. 
3.7.3.2 The Compare Validator 
The Compare Validator is used when a given form control 
needs to be compared to another form control or valuer 
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based on the following operator types: Equal, Not Equal, 
Greater Than, Greater Than Equal, Less Than, and Less Than 
Equal. If the given form control is to be compared to 
another form control, the system presents the Workflow 
Engineer with a list of controls matching the given control 
type. On the other hand, if the given form is to be 
compared to a value, the Workflow Engineer must enter a 
value appropriate for the given control type. 
3.7.3.3 The Range Validator 
The Range Validator is used when the given form control 
must be validated according to a lower bound and an upper 
bound of values. The Workflow Engineer must select both a 
minimum and maximum value appropriate for the given control 
type. For both the Compare Validator and the Range 
Validator, if validation fails, a custom error message is 
presented to the user. 
3.8 Task Management 
The Workflow Generator and Tracking System uses the 
information collected by the Workflow Engineer and the 
Administrator to produce the Task Management interface as a 
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separate, functioning web system. The component itself may 
house one or more process definitions. For each 
definition, users with Standard User permission have the 
ability to select a workflow, create a new instance of a 
workflow, modify an existing instance of a workflow, view 
the history and comments associated with a workflow, as 
well as the ability to assign and transition a workflow. 
Tasks are initialized using the Add New Instance option. 
Instances of each document are created and managed' 
according to the form, workflow, and process definitions. 
Tasks remain open until a user successfully closes or 
cancels the instance. 
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4.1 Summary 
Chapter 4 
CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, after having researched various approaches to 
building this class of systems, it can be said that while 
the scope of a workflow varies among products, all seem to 
share in common the ability to define a process and a set 
of classes that can interpret the generated definitions. 
Some provide only the workflow engine API. Others offer 
more of a framework, along the lines of the WfMC Reference 
Model. In either situation, the end user is dependent upon 
the system developer to produce a functioning WFMS. Our 
observation was that current open source workflow products 
seemed to exist as tools for the system developer 
interested in workflow, rather than as a solution for the 
end user in need of a WFMS. 
The goal of this project was to use an EUD approach to 
produce a complete, out-of-the-box WFMS solution for web-
based document management. Its main purpose was to give 
the business-oriented end user the ability to automate 
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workflow without the need to program. The Workflow 
Generator and Tracking System accomplishes this goal. It 
addresses specifically three types of users: 
administrators, workflow engineers, and standard workflow 
participants, by providing the appropriate tools for 
monitoring, developing, and coordinating automated workflow 
tasks. In addition, it incorporates information (the 
form), as well as organization (the participants) within 
the overall process (workflow) design to produce a complete 
WFMS [Hollingsworth04] . 
4.2 Future Enhancement Recommendations 
The author acknowledges the scope of this project was 
greater than initially anticipated. The overall size of 
the effort did not allow for the implementation of every 
feature originally envisioned or specified in the proposal. 
In particular, desirable features that were not implemented 
include a scheduler of tasks, a method to recall 
transitioned tasks, the end user tools to create definition 
versions, the ability to operate in test mode, and the full 
implementation of notification strategies such as email. 
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Although the list above appears lengthy, the items on it 
were close to being within reach. For example, the current 
system design allows for versioning support of all 
definition types. However, the GUI tools that would have 
allowed the end user to create them have not been 
developed. 
Recommendations for future enhancements include 
incorporating more transition and assignment options, 
enhancing rule functionality, incorporating recall options, 
implementing messaging services, implementing visibility 
and edit constraints on form fields according to role, and 
implementing a task scheduler. 
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APPENDIX A 
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Figure Al: Database Logical Model 
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Log In 
APPENDIX B 
SYSTEM DEMONSTRATION 
REQUEST A DAY OFF WORKFLOW EXAMPLE 
When a user accesses the website, the system presents the 
user with a log in screen shown in Figure Bl. At initial 
log in, the user must enter the username and password 
assigned to her by the system administrator. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System ! Login i 
Login 
User name 
Par.&V>lOid 
Forgot Password? 
Figure Bl: The Log In Screen 
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Register Account 
When a user accesses the system for the first time, she is 
presented with the screen shown in Figure B2 that displays 
her information. The system requires the user update any 
incorrect information; modify and confirm her password; and 
select a security question and answer. The security 
question and answer are stored in the event the user 
forgets her password. When the user has completed her 
changes, she selects the register account option to return 
to the log in screen. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
Arstll.tme: 
lastll;1rne: 
Phone: 
Email: 
Usern.lme-: 
p,,ssword: 
Confirm Pic1s~word: 
Secmit:y Question: 
Security Answer: 
Register Account 
Figure B2: Register Account Screen 
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I !h;gln i --
Access Levels 
The Figures B3, B4, and B5 show each of the navigational 
views according to user access level. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
Figure B3 The Standard User View 
\.Yorkflow Generator and Tracking System J lfone j My Ace<:>un1 i I.o,tOl.lt 
Figure B4: The Workflow Engineer View 
\Vorkflow Generator and Tracking Systen1 J H¢JM I ny Account ! LogOut 
Figure B5: The Administrator View 
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User Management 
The User Management menu gives the Administrator two 
options: Manage Users and Manage Groups. 
Manage Users 
The User tab shown in Figure B6 is the tool used to add or 
edit users. When adding a new user, the administrator 
populates all of the fields and chooses one of the three 
provided access levels. She also has the ability to edit 
any existing user by selecting her from the drop down list 
of active users. The Administrator can de-activate any 
existing user by un-selecting the Active checkbox. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
Create or Modi-~)" A llser 
Arslll;mle: 
L1stllame: 
Phone: 
Emuil: 
User name: 
Pal;lsword: 
Confirm P.lssword: 
Access level: [~~~~dilse~-=·=-··:.~] 
Active: rJ 
lilst A(:cessed: 
Figure B6: The Manage User- User Tab 
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(User Management, Cont'd) 
The User Groups tab is shown in Figure B7. This screen 
displays the current user groups for the selected user, as 
well as allows the Administrator the ability to add and 
remove groups as needed. Each new user added to the system 
is automatically placed in the All Users group. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System l HOM i My A<:c: .... unt I L:tgout i 
Create or Modi"!)· A User 
--·~· ~----------
Jlllju£e!G(•iiJ'• Ll -----------
Gr<>Up: Remove from Group: r 
Figure B7: The Manage User -User Groups Tab 
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(User Management, Cont'd) 
Manage Groups 
The Group tab is shown in Figure B8. Administrator adds 
and modifies groups within this interface. Administrators 
enter a group name and optional description to add a new 
group. To edit the group, the Administrator would select 
the group from the list provided, make changes, then 
update. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
Cr*'nte or 
GrouJl: I 
Description: 
Created By: 
Modified Dy: 
Figure B8: The Manage Groups -Group Tab 
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(User Management, Cont'd) 
The Account Members tab, Figure B9, and the Group Members 
tab, Figure BlO, allow the Administrator to add individual 
and group members by selecting a member, then selecting the 
add button. They may also remove members from the group by 
selecting the current member of choice, checking the Remove 
Member checkbox, then selecting the update button. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
Create or 
L~ease select a gr~ 
Figure B9: The Manage Groups -Account Members Tab 
Workflow Generator and Tracking Systent 
Ct·eate OJ' Group 
Figure BlO: The Manage Groups -Group Members Tab 
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System Management 
The System Management menu gives the Administrator one 
option: Manage Systems. 
Manage Systems 
The System tab shown in Figure Bll is the tool used to add 
or edit systems. Each system created will appear in the 
Select A System menu on the navigational bar for all users. 
The Task Management component is enacted within the custom 
generated system. To add a new system the Administrator, 
enters a label, an optional description, a title for the 
web system, enters the name of a style sheet, then selects 
the add system button. This information may also be edited 
for existing systems. As well, Administrators can activate 
and de-activate existing systems. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking Systen1 
Syste-m lnbel: 
Des<:ription: 
P"ge Title: 
style-sheet: 
Active: 
Created By: stacy Hutchings i 210112005 3:15PM 
Modified By: 
! HolM [ My Acc:~unt I logOut ! 
Systt"nt 
Figure Bll: The Manage Systems - System Tab 
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(System Management, Cont'd) 
The System Processes tab is shown in Figure Bl2. 
screen allows the Administrator to associate any 
This 
published 
process definitions with the given system. The 
Administrator chooses the system from the list of published 
definitions then selects the add process button. 
Administrators may also remove process definitions from 
existing systems by selecting the remove option then the 
update button. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking Systen1. j Hon.e ~ Uy Acc<JUIIt f W_gOut j 
Create or Modi-f)• A Systent 
Figure B12: The Manage Systems- System Processes Tab 
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Form Management 
In order to demonstrate the form management tools, we will 
build a simple form for requesting a day off. It will be 
one page containing two sections, one for the Employee and 
one for the Manager. The Employee section will have three 
controls: a dropdown list control, containing the type of 
request; a date control, indicating the start date of the 
request; and a second date control, indicating the end date 
of the request. The Manager section will have a text area 
control for comments that will be required in the event the 
Manager rejects the request. 
The Form Management menu gives the Workflow Engineer three 
options: Design Form, Modify Published Form, and Manage 
Form Lists. 
Manage Form Lists 
The Category tab is shown in Figure B13. Workflow 
Engineers can create their own lists for use within 
Dropdown, Radio, or Checkbox controls. For this example, 
we need to create a list that contains each of the day off 
request types. We must enter the required information and 
select the add button. 
Workt1ow Generator and Tracking System 
Creal<" or Modify A Form List 
Co1tegOJY, ~I[~~~~~!Y~~~J 
Deserip.tiom tyypesofda~----··-----~ 
I _ _________ I 
Active: 1\1 
Created By: 
f/IJ)dified By: 
i HOT!l.~ 1 Uy AcC<Junt i logOut i 
Figure B13: The Manage Form Lists- Category Tab 
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(Form Management, Cont'd) 
The Item tab is shown in Figure Bl4. Within this tab, we 
add each of our custom day off request types. We will 
enter two types: Personal Day and Vacation Day. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
Crente or Modi:{)· A Form List 
Item: 
Figure B14: The Manage Form Lists - Item Tab 
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(Form Management, Cont'd) 
Design Form 
The Form tab is shown in Figure Bl5. The Workflow Engineer 
enters a form label and an optional description before 
adding the form. The mode defaults to design mode so full 
editing capabilities are available to her. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking Systetn 
Design A New Foi'lU 
Foml Label: paYQttReque~~~~ 
jA simple form used for requesting a day off! 
i 
Oeser iption: 
Mode! 
Delete Form: 
Version: 
Cre.rted By: 
Modified By: 
Figure B15: The Design Form- Form Tab 
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(Form Management, Cont'd) 
The Pages tab is shown in Figure Bl6. The Workflow 
Engineer must select the form she would like to modify from 
the list of available forms. The form we are building will 
contain a single page, so we will add a page called 
"pageone." We enter "pageone" as the label and select the 
add button. We do not need to worry about the order since 
there is only one page. 
Workflow Genemtor and Tracking System r Hone f H)' ACCQlll'ot f LJgOut ! 
Design A New Fornt 
~-· -~· ~-~---~·-···-·~--~---·--·-· --""-~-~---· 
Figure B16: The Design Form- Pages Tab 
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(Form Management, Cont'd) 
The Sections tab is shown in Figure B17. The form we are 
building will contain two sections, so we will add two 
sections, one called "Employee Information" and the other 
called "Manager Information." We enter the label for the 
section and select the add button. We repeat this for each 
section. In this example, we would like the Manager 
section to appear after the Employee section. After adding 
the Manager section, we will change the order number to 2 
and select the update button. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking Systent i HO!!I.f. i My AccolJl\t / LOgout 
Design A New Fortu 
Section Llbel: 
Page: 
Order: 
Delete Section: 
Figure B17: The Design Form- Sections Tab 
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(Form Management, Cont'd) 
The Controls tab is shown in Figure B18. The form we are 
building will contain three controls for the Employee 
section and a single control for the Manager section. For 
the Employee section we will add one dropdown control and 
two date controls. For the Manager section, we will add 
one text area control. 
First, we select a control type. We will select DROPDOWN 
from the list of choices. Notice that the Select List 
option becomes available. Because this is a Dropdown 
control, we must select the list we want to associate with 
this control. We will choose the Day Off Request Types 
list we created earlier. Next, we enter a label for our 
control as well as an optional tool tip. Once we confirm 
the appropriate section is selected, we add the control. 
We repeat this process for the remaining controls we want 
to appear on the form. 
Control Type: 
Sel<tdUst: 
Control label: 
Tooltip: 
Default Value: 
Width: 
!-Ieight: 
Section: 
Order: 
Oelete Control: 
D!"sign A New Fonn 
[Day Off R~q~~tf~m-0:1:000o1 
-~-------- -~----
Figure B18: The Design Form- Controls Tab 
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(Form Management, Cont'd) 
The results of selecting the View Form tab can be seen in 
Figure Bl9. The form we are building can be viewed at any 
time during the build process. Our form is almost 
complete. The controls appear in the correct order. 
However, the comment area looks too narrow. We can go back 
to the control tab, select the Reason For Denial control, 
and update the size of the control. The new results are 
shown in Figure B20. 
~-- Employee Information ·········-··--·····---····---····-···-·········-··-··----····------···········----···----·················-·-·-···········-···---·--·-···-·········-··--···----·················-------·, 
Stout Date: 
EndD.rte: 
tMan::1gerlnfotmtition-------------------------------------; 
! Reason For Dental 
I 
Figure Bl9: The Design Form - Results of View Tab 
Figure B20: The Design Form- Results After Update 
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Workflow Management 
In order to demonstrate the workflow management tools, we 
will build a simple workflow for requesting a day off. 
This workflow will contain four states. The initial state 
will be displayed as "Pending Employee Request," the next 
state will be "Pending Manager Review," the next two states 
will be based on the Manager's decision. If the Manager 
approves the request, the instance will enter a Closed 
state. If the Manager denies the request, the instance 
will enter the "Request Denied" state, for the employee to 
review. 
The Workflow Management menu gives the Workflow Engineer 
three options: Design Workflow, Modify Published Workflow, 
and Manage Roles. 
Manage Roles 
The Role tab is shown in Figure B21. Workflow Engineers 
can create custom roles to contain the appropriate members 
of the organization. For this example, we need to create 
two roles: Employee and Manager. To create a role, enter 
the role name and an optional description, then select the 
add button. 
\'\1orkflow Generator and Tracking Syste1n 
Role: 
Desc1ipUon: 
Created By. 
Modified By: 
Create or l\lodify A RolE> 
Figure B21: The Manage Roles -Role Tab 
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(Workflow Management, Cont'd) 
The Account Members tab is shown in Figure B22. Within 
this tab, we will add Stacy Hutchings as the only member of 
the Manager role. We must have the Manager role selected 
before we begin. Since the current role member list is 
empty, we must select Stacy Hutchings from the list of 
members, then select the add button. We will repeat this 
process for the Employee role. However, we will add the 
All User group to this role as shown in Figure B23. 
Workflow Generator and Traclting System 
Crt'ate or Role 
·-----------~~ 
t~unent.~~~~~~~j 
Member: 
Figure B22: The Manage Roles- Account Members Tab 
Workflow Generato1~ and Tracking System i Hone I My Accou.nt I lL:ogOut 
Creatt' or l\Iodif)' A Roll" 
Member: Remove Member: ! 
Figure B23: The Manage Roles- Group Members Tab 
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(Workflow Management, Cont'd) 
Design Workflow 
The Workflow tab is shown in Figure B24. The Workflow 
Engineer enters a workflow label and an optional 
description before adding the workflow. The mode defaults 
to design mode so full editing capabilities are available 
to her. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
Design A New\Vorktlow 
~~-~~~-~----~--~-------------~~----· 
Mode: 
Delete Workflow: 
Ve-rsion: 
Cre.rlrid By. 
Modified By: 
b-.;,;,~~-;;.:1 ___________________ ___~ 
r 
Figure B24: The Design Workflow- Workflow Tab 
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(Workflow Management, Cont'd) 
The States tab is shown in Figure B25. The Workflow 
Engineer must select the workflow she would like to modify 
from the list of available workflows. The workflow we are 
building will contain four states. Since one of them will 
be transitioning to the Close state, which is already 
provided by the system, we only need to create three 
states. 
The first state we enter will be our initial state, 
although the order we enter them does not matter. For this 
entry, we must change the initial state indicator to YES, 
on subsequent requests we will leave it as NO. We will 
assign the Employee role as the participant of this state. 
We will also give the participant permission to cancel this 
instance. However, we do not want them to be able to close 
the request or be able to reassign this request to another 
Employee. 
'Vorkflow Generatoi~ and Tracking Systen1 t Hone i My Acc;mnt ! lOgOut 
Design A New"\Yot·kflow 
lniti01l State: 
P.-utidpant: 
State label: 
c.m c.m<::ellnslanee: 
Ciln Ch>se lnstunce: 
Delete State: 
Figure B25: States Tab: Pending Employee Request 
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(Workflow Management, Cont'd) 
Figure B26 and Figure B27 show the remaining states and 
their settings. The participant at the Request Denied 
state will be given permission to close the instance. 
Workflow Generator and TrackingSysten1 i HOM ! uy Account I Log out l 
Design A Newl\Torktlow 
lnftitti.State: 
P.uticipilllt: 
St1rte Label: 
Can C.lllc-e-lln-stance: 
Can Clo-se In-stante: 
Can Reassign: 
Delete State: r 
Figure B26 States Tab: Pending Manager Review 
Workflow Generator and Tracking Systenl 1 HOM i My ACCQW\t ~ lctg Out 
Design A NewlYorktlow 
Initial State: 
Participant: 
S1..1t&Llbel: 
Can CJntelln-s1ante: 
Can Close Jn.gt,mee: 
Cllll Reaseign: 
Delete State: r-
Figure B27: States Tab: Request Denied 
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(Workflow Management, Cont'd) 
The Transitions tab is shown in Figure B28. The workflow 
we are building will contain three possible transitions: 
transition one, from Pending Employee Request to Pending 
Manager Review; transition two, from Pending Manager Review 
to Close; and transition three, from Pending Manager Review 
to Request Denied. 
For transition one, we select the "from state," the "to 
state," give the transition a name, then select an 
assignment strategy. Since the manager role contains only 
one member, we use the Push-Auto Look Up strategy to let 
the system automatically assign the instance for us. 
Design A New 'iY orkflow 
FtomSta1e: 
TD St.1te: 
Transitiolll<l: 
Assignment Stt ateUY: • AutolookUp ;v 1 
From StJ llteny: 
To Strateoy: 
Is. Deferred Choite: 
DC label: 
D~e(;Jiption: 
Delete Tr an11ition: 
Figure B28: Transitions Tab: Transition One 
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(Workflow Management, Cont'd) 
Figure B29 shows the selections made for transition two. 
The assignment strategy does not matter when transitioning 
to the Close state. For the transition strategyi we will 
use Deferred Choice to present the transition decision to 
the Manager. We change the Deferred Choice indicator to 
YES, customize our label, and add an optional description 
before selecting the add button. 
Design A New l\T orkflow 
_______________ " ______ , 
FromSt.1te-: ~M~~~!!~~~~ To Stute: 
~~~::=~ TransiJ.ion 1<1: Aseionment Strategy: 
From Strategy: 
To Strategy: 
lsOelerre~~~:~e~: ~~~_e:t ,=::::::~.:.:~:::.::-~~~:=:] __ _ 
Description: I""• will use lhe deferred choke strategy to present lh~. 
[clslon to the Manegerj , __ ----- __ j 
Delete Transition: r 
Figure B29: Transitions Tab: Transition Two 
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(Workflow Management, Cont'd) 
Figure B30 shows the selections made for transition three. 
The assignment strategy will be Push - Manual, since there 
are multiple users in the Employee role. For the 
transition strategy, we will again use Deferred Choice to 
present the transition decision to the Manager. 
Design ANew "\Yorkflow 
from State: 
T<» Stat~: 
Ttomsition ld: 
Assionment Stratemr. 
Ft om Str.rtegy: 
To .Stro~:tegy: 
Figure B30: Transitions Tab: Transition Three 
(Workflow Management, Cont'd) 
The From Strategies tab and the To Strategies tab provide a 
summary of the current transitions from two different 
perspectives. Figure B31 shows all transitions originating 
from a given state within the current workflow. Figure B32 
shows all transitions converging on a given state within 
the current workflow. 
\Vorkflow Generator and Tracking System 
lnitiill State~ Pending Employee Re<juest 
[CAN<: B.] 
Design A New \\Torkflow 
transition one -to Pending lvtanager Review - SEQUENCE 
(Pw;h - AutolookUp) 
Pending Manager Review 
[Approve Request!~ to Closed- (Push. Manual) SEQUENCE 
[Deny Reque-st]- to Request Denied- (Push- SEQUENCE 
Mar¥.Jal) 
Request Denied 
[CLOSE] 
~ Hone i ny Ao;:count ! LogOut i 
Figure B31: The Design Workflow- From Strategies Tab 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System i H!Jne l My Account ! tog: Out ! 
CwrentUse1: Stacy Hutchings i 
-···---··-··-·····~------···-·---······-·~----··-- ·-·····--··-··---···---·-·····-·---·-·--···-·-· -··-···- ···---··----~-- ---··---····-··-~------~ -·-···-··---···---····-·-·--····-·~··---~ 
Figure B32 
lnltl.ll St;rt~- Pending Employee F!eques.t 
Pending Man:~oer Review 
Design AN PW \Yorkflow 
troo:snion one- from Pending Employee Request SEQUENCE 
Reque-t.t Denied 
[Deny Requ;o..-stj- from Pencling Manager Review SEQUENCE 
The Design Workflow - To Strategies Tab 
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! 
(Workflow Management, Cont'd) 
Before we can define the process definition, both the 
workflow and the form must be placed in test mode as shown 
in Figure B33 and B34. 
ANE>wFol'IU 
Form label: 
Oestri(ttion: 
Mode: 
Delete Fom1: 
Version: 1.100001 
Creoted By: stoc:yHutchin<JS 12AJ1f2005 4:02PM 
ModifiedBy: stoc:yHuldk¥.JS 12101120057:18PM 
Figure B33 The Design Form - Form Tab 
Design A New l\' orkflow 
-----------------···-·---·--·-----
Workflow Lnbel: 
De~eripthm: 
Mode: 
Delete Workflow: r 
Vetsion: 1.1.00001 
Cre-ated By: Stacy Hl.Jtchln£1-S 12JOII2005 S·SS PM 
Modified By: stacy Hulch!ng_s 1210112005 7:18PM 
Figure B34 The Design Workflow - Workflow Tab 
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Definition Management 
In order to demonstrate the definition management tools, we 
will add several form rules. We will also customize which 
fields should appear in the pending task queue within the 
task management component. 
The Definition Management menu gives the Workflow Engineer 
two options: Design Definition and Modify Published 
Definition. 
The Definition tab is shown in Figure B35. The Workflow 
Engineer enters a definition label and an optional 
description before adding the form. In addition, she must 
select a form and a workflow. The mode defaults to design 
mode so full editing capabilities are available to her. 
Workflow Generator and Tracl<ing System 
Definition label: 
Det~cription: 
Form: 
Workflowi 
Mode: 
D~lete Definit:ion: 
Vetsion: 
Cre01ted By: 
Modified By: 
Design A New '\Y orkflow DE~finition 
Figure B35: The Design Definition- Definition Tab 
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---~ 
(Definition Management, Cont'd) 
The Queue Fields tab is shown in Figure B36. The Workflow 
Engineer must select the definition she would like to 
modify from the list of available process definitions. 
Each dropdown list contains the form controls available for 
display in the task management component. We will select 
Request Type, Start Date, and End Date. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
Design A New 'Vorktlow Definition 
Queue Column 1: 
Oueue Colum112: 
Queue Column 3: 
Figure B36: The Design Definition- Queue Fields Tab 
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(Definition Management, Cont'd) 
The Rule tab gives the Workflow Engineer the ability to 
build transition as well as form rules. For this workflow, 
there are no required transition rules as shown in Figure 
B37. However, we would like to define several form rules. 
First, we would like to make the Request Type, Start Date, 
and End Date required for transition one. Second, we would 
like to add a rule to validate the Start Date is before the 
End Date. Third, we would like to make the Comments 
required for transition three. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
D!"sign A New '\Vorktlow Definition 
Message: For this workflow, transiflon rules ere not required. 
Figure B37: The Design Definition- Rules Tab 
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(Definition Management, Cont'd) 
Figure B38 and Figure B39 show examples of the rule 
definitions for transition one. The type is Form Rule, the 
transition is transition one, the control to validate is 
indicated, and we are using the required validator. 
Design A New \\Toi•ktlow Definition 
P.uleType: 
TnmsiHon: 
Control To Vnlfdilte: 
Co-ntrol Type: 
VafidiltOr: 
Erro1 Message: 
Delete Rule: 
Figure B38: Rules Tab: Tl -Request Type Required 
DPsign A Ne·w 'Vorktlow Definit1on 
Figure B39: Rules Tab: Tl - Start Date Required 
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(Definition Management, Cont'd) 
Figure B40 shows the rule definitions for transition three. 
The type is Form Rule, the transition is transition three, 
the control to validate is indicated, and we are using the 
required validator. The View Rules tab, shown in Figure 
B41, provides a summary of all rules defined for the 
current process. 
I 
--=~-~ ---~~=~sign A~-~~~ or~~~\' Detlni~_:~-
~q;;~~Ai);~i~i_ii__~::~J 
I Rnle Type: [ff,._~~~~s=.:~ _________ , 
! Manager klformatlon ~ Re.ason For Denial , v _j ""---~---~--------
TnmstUon: 
Control To Valld;rte: 
Conti oiTYPe: STRING 
Figure B40: Rules Tab: T3 -Reason For Denial Required 
Design A New w-orkt1ow Definition 
form Rules-: 
transition one- Reque-st TyPe: is reqJired 
transition one- statt Date: ls required 
lransnion one- End De.te: is r eqire.rJ 
transition 1f11ee- Reason For Denial is re:quired 
Figure B41: The Design Definition- View Rules Tab 
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(Definition Management, Cont'd) 
We have completed our process definition. We are ready to 
publish the definition. Publishing the definition 
automatically publishes the form as well as the workflow 
and makes the process definition available for system 
assignment. Figure B42 shows the process definition in 
published mode. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System J HoM I My Ac(:(lunt I Icgout I 
Design A New '\Yorkflow DE'finitiou 
Decfinition label: 
Descliption: 
form: 
Workflow: 
Mode: 
Delete Definition: 
Version: '1.1 00001 
Cteated By:. stacy Ho..rtch!ng:; 12!(1112005 7:29PM 
Modified By: stacy Ho.rtchings 12flJ112005 8:07PM 
Figure B42: The Design Definition- Definition Tab 
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System Management 
Now that we have a published process definition, we are 
ready to add the process to an existing system. Figure B43 
shows the Manage Systems - System Processes tab. We will 
add the RequestADayOff process definition to the UNF 
System. Figure B44 shows the choices beneath the Select A 
System menu. 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System 
Process Definition: Remove from System: j-' 
Figure B43: The Manage Systems- System Processes Tab 
Workflow Generator and Tracking System I Hone. j uy AcC1;l•mt I tog: Out 
Figure B44: The Home Page- Select A System Menu 
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Task Management 
To access the task management component, a user must select 
a system. Figure B45 shows the resulting workflow system 
when the user selects the UNF system. 
Figure B45: The UNF System- Home Page 
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(Task Management, Cont'd) 
The Task Management component gives the Standard User three 
options: Select A Workflow, View a Workflow Queue, and Add 
A New Instance. 
The user must select a workflow in order to access the 
other menu options. When the user chooses the 
RequestADayOff workflow, the system presents the current 
user with a list of pending tasks. In Figure B46, there 
are no pending tasks for Stacy Hutchings. 
~ UNF Workflow System I R<IUmTo ""'" I HO<M I wgout I 
UNF UNIVEkSITY•if NORTH flORIDA 
~/u % ~ ~m: ~r~ 
Current Un!:r. 
Figure B46: The UNF System- View Workflow Queue 
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(Task Management, Cont'd) 
The View Workflow Queue option automatically defaults to 
the pending tasks of the current user. The user has the 
ability to view All Open, Canceled, and Closed tasks, see 
Figure B47. Any additional workflow states that contain 
tasks will also appear in the list to choose from. 
~ UNF Workflow System I R"U>nT,.uln I "'m• I I»gout I 
UNF tNIVERSITY•if NORTfl flORID!\ 
~~ ~0ii ~~!ifi"'"~1$\ ~-~ if~<S~*" ~i~~fi<~,~~ ;c ';;?J:.w;lll'>i~"@Y~~~M;,)hz;ijk.~Xo~~:!~"y 
Hutchings-
Figure B47: The UNF System- View Workflow Queue 
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(Task Management, Cont'd) 
When the user is ready to add a new workflow instance, she 
selects the Add New Instance option. The system presents 
the user with the Day Off Request Form shown in Figure B48. 
This is the custom form built by the Workflow Engineer for 
the RequestADayOff process. 
~ UNF Workflow System I R•1>an>oM.Jn I Hon., I wgou1 I 
UNF UNIV£~SITYor NORTB flORIDA 
12&~ "Jt,W!!ilffiP'1i 
CunentUs-t1: 
RequestADayOff- Day Off Request Form 
,-Employee Information--------------------------------, 
R&ques.t Type: 
StmtD-ate: 
End Date: 
~--------------------;-, 
I , 
. -- ----- -- ---- ____ / 
Figure B48: The UNF System- Add New Instance 
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Request A Day Off Example in Action 
To demonstrate the entire workflow process from within the 
Task Management component, Jimi Hutchings and Caitlyn 
Hutchings will play the part of the Employee. Stacy 
Hutchings will play the part of the Manager. Jimi and 
Caitlyn will each submit a request for time off. Stacy 
will approve the first request and deny the second request, 
to demonstrate the possible workflow transition paths. 
To submit a request for time off, Jimi Hutchings selects 
the Add New Instance option. He is presented with the 
screen in Figure B48. He enters the type of request, the 
start date of his time off, and the end date of his time 
off. Once complete, he selects the add button. The 
request appears in his list of pending tasks, see Figure 
B49. 
The queue displays the request ID, the date submitted, the 
name of the person who created the request, the version of 
the workflow definition, the three form fields selected by 
the workflow designer, the current status, and the person 
who the task is currently assigned to. 
~ UNF Worldlow System I "''~""""'" I Hom• I IDgout I 
UNF UNIVERSITY.,/ NORTN flORID!\ 
(0, ~ ~-(t~ ~ 1 ~,&A~'"~~~""'~ 8 m ~'"~ "'0 ~~~ %1 ~:€~--~,~~ 
Cun>:!nt User: Jim! 
Rot!UestADiiYOlf slatus: 
15 1210412005 2:57 PM 
Figure B49: The UNF System- J Hutchings' Pending Queue 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
To view the task, Jimi selects the ID of the request. The 
system presents him with the view shown in Figure B50. 
Within the summary tab, the details of the form are 
displayed along with the option to update. 
~ UNF Wodd'low System I """'nToMc.m I Hom• I wgout I 
UNF UNIVlRSITY•>~ NORTII HORII>I\ 
~at@~'"JErl0LidlffW": ~-<:4F')l" t4£•/4~wff~~F"d~~$rt&~~~Zf@~~::1fi~~:tt~~M:'?t~;;7;•~:¢1$ ;~~~~~~A 
~'+"!!i.!JUN---
ID: 15 Subntitted By; Jitnl Hule-hing-s Submit Date: 1l,:04J2t05 2~57 PM Curreont Status: Pendillg Employee Re'J4C&t Assigned To: Jlmi Httlthingn 
RequestADayOff ·Day Off Request Form 
Employee Information--------------------------------------, 
Request Typ<t: 
SlilltDate: 
End D,1te: 
Figure B50: View Instance Details Summary Tab 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
Within the 
displayed. 
assignment 
ability to 
tab. 
comments tab, the history of the instance is 
The system records all transition as well as 
events. This screen also gives all users the 
add comments. Figure B51 shows the Comments 
Figure B51: View Instance Details - Comments Tab 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
The Transition tab and the Reassign tab display transition 
and reassignment choices to the user respectively. Both 
options are determined by the workflow definition. Figure 
B52 and Figure B53 show each tab. Jimi has two transition 
options and zero reassignment options. 
~ UNP Workflow System I """'""'"1" I """ I U>gout I 
UNF VN!VERSITY•~ NORTH rLORIOI\ 
~~-~~rlL ':JI 
Cunent User ,limi Hutc-hings 
-li!U!!,!ijUN~u .... ·•· ··'•'---'----------------------'-----
Figure B52: View Instance Details -Transition Tab 
- +;.i.,ip!J.Ii ..,~L--------------------------
Figure B53: View Instance Details- Reassign Tab 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
When Jimi is ready to send the request to his Manager, he 
will select the transition tab, select the transition 
option from the drop down list, then select the transition 
button. The request will be removed from Jimi's list of 
pending tasks and appear as a pending task in his manager's 
queue. Because the Auto-Look Up assignment strategy was 
selected for this transition, the system knows to 
automatically assign the task to Stacy Hutchings, who is 
listed as the only person for the Manager role. Figure B54 
shows Stacy Hutchings' pending queue after the request has 
been transitioned. 
I ft • 
15 1210412005 2:57 PM 
Figure B54: Pending Tasks for Stacy Hutchings 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
When Stacy views the request, she sees the details of the 
request. The Comments tab in Figure BSS shows the 
transition history. The Transition tab in Figure B56 
presents her with a new list of transition decisions. The 
Manager has the option to Approve or Deny the request. 
p!!!!!!Picomments ~---
Suhnntter Comments 
Jim! Hutchings 
11J04f1005 3:42PM 
Jim! Hutchings 
12/04/2005 2.57 PM 
Entrytransitloned from Pending Employee Request to Pending Manager Review 
Entry submltled 
Figure BSS: View Instance Details - Comments Tab 
~ UNP Workflow System I MlwnToMam I Hom• 1 IDgOul 1 
UNF UNIVERSifY<'f NORTH flORIDA 
'!fl.*.·- !!!ill! 
Current Urer. Stacy Hutchlngco ; 
Figure B56: View Instance Details - Transition Tab 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
For this request, Stacy will select the Approve Request 
option then select the transition button. The request 
transitions automatically to the Closed state. Figure B57 
shows the tasks listed in the Closed queue. Figure B58 
shows the Comments tab when you view details on the 
request. 
'· 
15 1210412005 2:57 PM Jim! Hutchings stacy Hutchings 
Figure B57: View Workflow Queue- Closed 
~ UNF Workflow System I •••mnToJHln I Hom• I lbgOu1 I 
UNF UNIVERSifY,•f NORHI flORIDA 
~.J!L'~~ 
IWII I Comments ! I'WmljW!!!!I 
Submitter Comments 
stacy Hutr.hlngs Entry closed 
1210412005 7:05 PM 
Jlrni Hutchings Entry transltioned from Pending Employee Request to Pending Manager Review 
1210412005 3.42 PM 
Jimi Hutchings Entr)'· submitted 
1210412005 2:57 PM 
Figure B58: View Instance Details -Comments Tab 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
To demonstrate what happens in the event the request is 
denied, Caitlyn Hutchings will initiate a request for the 
same day off. She will select the Add New Instance option, 
enter the details for the request, and when she is 
satisfied with her request, she will transition it to her 
manager. Figure B59 shows the validation error that occurs 
when a transition rule fails. In this example, Caitlyn has 
forgotten to select the type of day off for her request. 
The request will not transition until all errors are 
corrected. 
lh6toflowiflg errors were 1ound: 
Request type is reqtlired 
ID: 17 Submitted By: Caitlyn Htrtthings Submit Date :12'tl412QCI57:H PM CurrentSLltus: Pending Employee RetJUe5t Assigned T(): Caitlyn Uutehings 
,-Employee Information-----------------------------------, 
P.equeGt TYPe: 
Start Date: 
End 0-'le: 
Figure B59: View Instance Details -Validation Error 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
Figure B60 shows the request has transitioned successfully 
to the Manager role. When Caitlyn views her request, no 
longer in her pending list of tasks, the system reminds her 
the request is in View Only Mode and removes the ability to 
update, transition, and reassign the request. 
~ UNF Workflow System I R<hnnT•""" I """" I wgout I 
UNF tJNIV£R$1TY"r NORTH rlORIDA 
1&,Sel~I\Y9t'knl'Wl 
'View onty Mode• 
RequestADayOff- Day Off Request Form 
Employee information-----------------------------------, 
Request Type: 
St;:ut D<lte: 
EndOi\te: 
------- ----------------- -:-J 
I __ -------------------- __ j 
Figure B60: View Instance Details -View Only Mode 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
The new request appears in the Manager's list of pending 
tasks shown in Figure B61. For this example, the Manager 
is going to select the Deny Request option then select the 
transition option without entering comments. Figure B62 
shows the error message displayed. 
,, . 
17 1210412005 7:14PM Pending Manager ReView 
Figure B61: Pending Tasks for Stacy Hutchings 
You must eoueet the following err6t(s} llefofe ptateedino: 
1he touo•tving enors v.-ere foli""J(t 
Comments eue reqJirect 
ID! t7 SubJUitted Byi CaiUyu Hut-things Submit Di:ite: 12.!0·1'20QS 7:14PM Current statu$: Pending ManageJ Review Assign~d T9: Stacy Hut-things 
:-----Employee Information------------------------------------, 
Requ~st Type: 
$tart Date; 
End O.lte: 
--·-~---~-- ·~------· -··-----
\ 
Figure B62: The UNF System- View Instance Details 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
After the Manager fills in the reason for denial, the 
system presents the Manager with a list of participants for 
assignment. The Manager would like to return the request 
to Caitlyn so she selects her name from the list then 
selects the assign button, see Figure B63. 
Figure B63: Transition Tab: Select Participant 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
After denying the request, the request returns to Caitlyn's 
pending task queue with a status of Request Denied shown in 
Figure B64. Caitlyn has the ability to view the request 
and the reason for denial. Figure B65 shows the Transition 
tab with a single transition option of closing the 
instance. 
I . 
17 1110412005 7:14 PM Caltlyn Hutchings Caitlyn Hutchings 
Figure B64: Pending Tasks for Caitlyn Hutchings 
~ UN!' Workflow System I n•tmnToHoin I nom• 1 ~ngont 1 
UNF liNIVtRSITYul NORTH flORIDA 
~" - "v~ 
Cur1ent IJser: Caltlyn Hut-:hln9s 
"""'1' 15-inUrlij,\d ~u--''•'""' ----------------------------
Pl&ase make ij s&tecliou : k@{.::;ij 
Figure B65: View Instance Details- Transition Tab 
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(Request A Day Off Example in Action, Cont'd) 
Figure B66 shows both requests listed in the Closed task 
queue. 
The purpose of the documentation was to demonstrate each of 
the components of the Workflow Generator and Tracking 
System and to provide a working example of how an end user 
would approach the task of creating and implementing a 
workflow . 
... 
' '. 
15 1210412005 2:57 PM Jim! Hutchings Stacy Hutchings 
17 1210412005 7:14PM Caitlyn Hutcl1ings Caltlyn Hutchings 
Figure B66: The UNF System- View Workflow Queue Closed 
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